Milestone 2

Mackenzie Miller, Erin Peach, Ben Tebbs
Milestone Goals - 2

- Mockups / wireframes of design complete
- Data collection for a single student
Current Status

- Mockups / wireframes of design complete - 100%
- Data collection for a single student - 50%
  - App structure built up - Student Choice, Accommodations List
App - Accommodations

Signed in as: Erin Peach, Gen Ed

All My Students

- Mackenzie Miller
  Grade 8
- Erin Peach
  Grade 8
- Ben Tecbs
  Grade 8
- Saloni Parikh
  Grade 8
- Dan Luna
- James Fogarty

View Accommodations

Accommodations

- Calculator
  - Erin Peach
  - Ben Tecbs

Extra time on math tests

Sit in front row

New Accommodation
App - Student Profile

All My Students

Mackenzie Miller
Grade 8

Erin Peach
Grade 8

Ben Tebbs
Grade 8

Saloni Parikh
Grade 8

Dan Luna

View Accommodations

Mackenzie Miller - Grade 8

Accommodations

• Sit in front row

Goals

Reduce blurt outs

50% on math test

Edit Goal

Edit Goal
Milestone Goals - 3

- Whole design implemented
- What’s left:
  - Data collection
  - Secondary tasks - add a student, edit a goal, remove a track item from a goal
  - Simple data visualization (nice to have?)
Complications

- Meeting with more teachers for feedback
  - Meeting with another teacher on Wednesday
  - Reconnecting with original set of stakeholders
- Different levels of familiarity with Ruby
  - Flexible workflow
Questions and Feedback